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Abstract. Compared with lattice QCD, isospin breaking of heavy-meson decay constants
from QCD sum rules agrees for D mesons but disagrees (by a factor of four) for B mesons.
1 Decay constants of heavy–light mesons from QCD sum-rule perspective
QCD sum rules [1] constitute analytic relationships between the experimentally measurable properties
of hadrons, on the one hand, and the fundamental parameters of the underlying quantum field theory of
the strong interactions, quantum chromodynamics (QCD), on the other hand. They therefore represent
a standard (occasionally perhaps indispensable) theoretical tool of hadron physics. Some time ago, we
embarked on thorough investigations of both the accuracy and precision actually achievable by and the
systematic uncertainties inherent to the formalism of QCD sum rules [2–6]. As a consequence of these
studies, we proposed a somewhat modified algorithm that provides estimates of intrinsic errors [7–11].
With this improvement at our disposal, we revisited QCD sum-rule extractions of a variety of hadronic
observables, particularly of the leptonic decay constants of the heavy–light mesons [12–16], which led
us to the conclusion [17–21] that, in the bottom-meson system, the decay constants of the pseudoscalar
mesons exceed those of their vector counterparts, as has been confirmed thereafter in lattice QCD [22].
For pseudoscalar (Pq) and vector (Vq) mesons Hq ≡ Pq,Vq, of mass MHq , built up by a heavy quark
Q = c, b and a light quark q = u, d of masses mQ and mq, respectively, the decay constants, fHq , of these
mesons [with momentum p and, in the case of vector mesons, polarization vector εµ(p)] are defined, in
terms of suitable, interpolating heavy–light axial-vector (A) and vector (V) quark-current operators, by
〈0| q¯γµ γ5 Q |Pq(p)〉 = i fPq pµ , 〈0| q¯γµ Q |Vq(p)〉 = fVq MVq εµ(p) .
Our actual aim [23, 24] is the impact of the isospin-spoiling disparity of the u- and d-quark masses [25]
mu(2 GeV) =
(
2.3+0.7
−0.5
)
MeV , md(2 GeV) =
(
4.8+0.5−0.3
)
MeV
on the differences fHd− fHu of the decay constants of the charmed and beauty mesons H = D, D∗, B, B∗.
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2 Dependence of heavy–light meson decay constants on light-quark mass
Ignoring electromagnetic and weak interactions, we focus on the strong interactions of the light quarks
u and d, which then are basically characterized by just their masses mu and md, respectively. In order to
track the dependence of the heavy–light meson decay constants on the light-quark masses, we consider
a fictitious light quark q of mass mq which we allow to vary from the average of the u and d masses [25]
mud ≡
mu + md
2
, mud =
(
3.5+0.7−0.2
)
MeV , (1)
up to the mass ms of the strange quark, ms = (95±5) MeV [25]. Such generalization, however, enables
us to introduce generic decay-constant functions fH(mq) of that continuously varying light-quark mass
mq, derived from our QCD sum-rule approach such that the decay constants at the mq values of interest
may be defined by the identification fHu|d|ud ≡ fH(mu|d|ud). In terms of the u- and d-quark mass difference
δm ≡ md−mu > 0, the decay-constant differences fHd− fHu thus emerge, at lowest order in δm, from the
derivative of fH(mq) with respect to mq in some vicinity of the u and d masses, say, at their average mud:
fHd − fHu =
∂ fH(mq)
∂mq
∣∣∣∣∣∣
mq=mud
δm + O(δm2) .
For simplicity, we prefer to introduce the shifted and rescaled, dimensionless light-quark mass variable
xq ≡
mq − mud
ms − mud
=⇒
{
mq = mud ⇐⇒ xq = 0 ,
mq = ms ⇐⇒ xq = 1 .
(2)
By benefitting from mutual cancellations of individual errors, a substantial diminution of uncertainties
ought to be gained by discussing, instead of our decay-constant functions fH(xq) themselves, the ratios
RH(xq) ≡
fH(xq)
fHud
(3)
of the redefined decay-constant functions fH(xq) and their values fH(0) ≡ fHud at the mass average mud.
The derivative of any such decay-constant ratio with respect to xq, that is, its slope, at the origin xq = 0,
R′H(0) ≡
dRH(xq)
dxq
∣∣∣∣∣∣
xq=0
,
then determines the ( ¯Q q) meson’s decay-constant difference fHd− fHu , normalized to fHud , according to
fHd − fHu
fHud
= R′H(0)
md − mu
ms − mud
. (4)
3 Heavy–light meson decay constants: improved QCD sum-rule formalism
QCD sum rules arise from evaluation of vacuum expectation values of nonlocal products of convenient
interpolating currents simultaneously at hadronic and QCD levels, by use of Wilson’s operator product
expansion for conversion of nonlocal operators into series of local ones, of Borel transformations from
relevant momenta to Borel variables, generically called τ, and of the quark–hadron duality assumption,
asserting equality of hadron-state and perturbative-QCD contributions beyond effective thresholds sHq
eff
.
Taking into account the effective thresholds’ Borel variable dependence sHq
eff
= s
Hq
eff
(τ) proves crucial for
the accuracy of QCD sum-rule outcomes and our ability to estimate their intrinsic uncertainties [2–11].
Application of all these procedures to interpolating currents of type J = A,V results in QCD sum rules
